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Abstract

The effects of varying the active material loading on the discharge performance of an AA-size ZnrMnO alkaline cell are studied.2

The active material loading is characterized by two parameters that reflect the weight fraction of solid material removed from the anode
and cathode, respectively, in relation to a chosen base case configuration. The anode and cathode loadings are allowed to vary
independently of each other. A variety of different capacity ratios are used. Results indicate that the best design is achieved by a specified
reduction in the cathode loading, with a balanced amount of the cathode and anode active materials. q 1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

w xIn a previous study 1 , the effect of cathode porosity on
the discharge performance of a cylindrical AA-size alka-

w xline cell was examined. Podlaha and Cheh’s 2,3 mathe-
matical model of the ZnrMnO system was used to2

estimate the discharge time by increasing the initial cath-
ode porosity for a given galvanostatic discharge rate and
cutoff voltage. Additional cathode void volume was ob-
tained using two methods. The first involved the removal
of cathode graphite filler. This was combined with the
second technique that changed the internal radii of the cell,
so that the cathode thickness was increased while the
anode thickness was decreased, thus increasing further the
initial cathode porosity. The external geometry of the cell
and the active material loading were not altered. The
simulations showed that graphite removal significantly in-
creased the discharge time, but the alteration of the internal
radii had a much smaller, although still beneficial, effect
on performance.

These results indicate that the cathode region and the
initial cathode porosity, in particular, are extremely impor-
tant in determining the cell behavior. It appears as though
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any additional cathode void volume, which is derived
without drastically altering the cell configuration, will
enhance the discharge time to some degree. Another proce-
dure that can increase the initial cathode porosity is a
reduction of the active material loading. For high-rate
discharges the active material utilization is quite low. This
leads to the possibility that the active material loading can
be reduced without harming the cell life, while simultane-
ously yielding additional cathode void volume.

There are many investigations where material loading is
w x w xvaried 4–11 . Hwang et al. 4 constructed actual AA-size

alkaline cells with different capacity ratios and monitored
the discharge behavior under a variety of conditions. Fuller

w x w x w xet al. 5 , Doyle et al. 6 , and Paxton and Newman 7 all
varied the material loading when using Ragone plots to
determine best designs for the dual lithium ion insertion
cell and the nickelrmetal hydride cell. In work related to

w xlithium battery systems, Tiedemann and Newman 8 , and
w xNewman 9 altered the capacity loading in their analytical

w xmodels of a porous electrode. Finally, Mao and White 10
w xand Mao et al. 11 changed the active material level in

their models of the ZnrAir and NiOOHrH cells, respec-2
w xtively. With the exception of the experimental study 4 , all

w xof the analyses 5–11 focused on three main quantities
when considering active material loading: electrode capac-
ity, electrode porosity, and electrode thickness.
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The goal of this work is to maximize the simulated
discharge time for an AA-size ZnrMnO alkaline cell2

through variations in the active material loading, using an
industrially relevant discharge scheme. A methodology is
presented for reducing the amount of active material with
respect to a selected base case design. Upon determination
of the active material amounts yielding the longest dis-
charge time, this system is compared to other AA-size
ZnrMnO designs.2

2. Active material terms in the theoretical model

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a cylindrical ZnrMnO2

alkaline cell, which reflects the one-dimensional, radial
geometry. The respective current collector locations for the
anode and cathode are given by r and r . Theac c

electroderseparator internal boundary locations are given
by r and r , for the anode and cathode regions, respec-a s

tively. The cell height is L. The electrodes and the inert
separator are porous. The concentrated ternary electrolyte
is composed of the two aqueous salts, KOH and potassium

Ž .zincate, K Zn OH . Prior to discharging, the anode solid2 4

material contains porous zinc with mercury as an additive,
and the cathode solid material is electrolytic manganese

Ž .dioxide EMD with a graphite filler.
In the cathode, EMD is reduced to form manganese

oxyhydroxide

MnO qH Oqey™MnOOHqOHy 1Ž .2 2

In the anode, zinc is oxidized to form zincate ion
2yy yZnq4OH ™Zn OH q2e 2Ž . Ž .4

The zincate ion then precipitates by a homogeneous chemi-
cal reaction to form solid zinc oxide

2y yZn OH ™ZnOqH Oq2OH 3Ž . Ž .4 2

Throughout a discharge, the largest amount of precipitation
w xoccurs near the anoderseparator interface 2 .

When active material amounts are changed in an elec-
trode, the porosity of the electrode may also change.
However, terms explicitly relating the active material
amount and the porosity of an electrode do not appear in

Fig. 1. Schematic for a cylindrical ZnrMnO alkaline cell.2

the model, for either the anode or cathode. The model
equations involving electrode porosity have been discussed

w xin an earlier work 1 . It was argued that increasing the
initial cathode porosity would increase the effective elec-
trolyte conductivity and the effective salt diffusivities in
the cathode, resulting in a lower polarization loss in the
cathode for a particular cell current value.

The model assumes that the cell capacity is limited by
the cathode reaction. In the anode, the zinc active material
mass is not needed in the formulation. A calculation to
ensure that the cell capacity is the lower value of the
cathode capacity is not present. Thus, there is the possibil-
ity of the anode having a lower capacity than the cathode,
but the cathode capacity is still chosen as the theoretical
cell capacity. This inconsistency will be remedied in a later
section.

Cell capacity appears in the depth of discharge calcula-
tion. For a galvanostatic discharge, the depth of discharge,
f , is given by

It
0fs q f 4Ž .

Q

where I is the cell current, t is the time that discharging
has taken place, Q is the cell capacity as determined from
the cathode, and f 0 is a numerical factor to give an open
circuit potential of 1.6 V at the beginning of discharge
w x12 . The cell capacity is calculated from

Qsw Q 5Ž .act ,c c

where Q is the specific capacity of EMD assuming ac

one-electron discharge, and w is the loading level ofact,c

EMD in the cathode. Faraday’s law is used to calculate
Q . The above expression for Q assumes a cathodicallyc

limited system.
The depth of discharge is an essential quantity in the

model. The reason is the dependence of the cell voltage on
f. Cell voltage as a function of time is given by

2 RT 1y f
qEsE q ln qh r y h r qh rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 a a acž /F f

6Ž .

where E is taken as 1.34 V at the reference state of0
w xfs0.5 2 , T is the cell temperature, and the h values

refer to the local overpotential evaluated at three different
locations in the cell. The first two terms on the right hand
side represent the Tye equation for the open circuit poten-

w xtial 13 . Cell voltage will decrease as f rises in value
throughout a discharge. The combination of overpotential
values also reflect time-dependent voltage losses.

The final appearance of active material terms is with the
w xcathode specific interfacial area, a 14 . It is directlyc

proportional to w . The cathode specific interfacial areaact,c

is an influential term in the modified Butler–Volmer elec-
w xtrochemical reaction rate expression for the cathode 2 ,

which governs the transfer current profiles. A large ac
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value lowers the local overpotential throughout the cathode
and benefits the cell performance.

3. Optimization strategy

The objective is to find the active material loading in
both electrodes that gives the best discharge performance
according to Podlaha and Cheh’s model for an AA-size
ZnrMnO alkaline cell. The selected base case cell con-2

figuration and design parameters are identical to those
w x w xused in Refs. 1 and 2 . The most important system

quantities for this work are shown in Table 1. In order to
make the results directly comparable with similar studies
for this system, a continuous constant current discharge
rate of 1.0 A with a 0.8 V cutoff voltage is chosen as the
mode of operation, which is also a test condition used in

w xindustrial practice 16 . The external cell geometry and the
electrode thicknesses are not changed.

In order to increase the initial cathode porosity, a
reduction of active material loading is necessary. Relations
between active material loading and electrode porosity are
not present in the model and must be added. For the
greatest generality, the anode and cathode materials should
be removable and independently variable of each other.
This allows for many different configurations with varying
capacity ratios. However, the model must be updated to
include the possibility of an anodically limited system,

Ž .which will alter Eq. 5 . Compared to the experimental
w xstudy 4 , simulations can screen a wide variety of designs

in a more cost-effective manner.
Active material loading is described by two parameters

reflecting the weight fraction of total solid material re-
moved from the anode and cathode. This requires focusing
on four quantities in Table 1: w0 , the base case zincact,a

amount in the anode, w0 , the base case mercury amountHg

in the anode, w0 , the base case EMD amount in theact,c

Table 1
System quantities in the material loading simulations

3V 2.34 cma
3 w xV 0.23 cm 1sep
3V 3.07 cmcath

3 w xInitial KOH concentration 0.007 molrcm 2
y4 3Ž . w xInitial K Zn OH concentration 5.3=10 molrcm 22 4

0 w xw 3.71 g 2act,a
0w 0.286 gHg
0 w xw 8.39 g 2act,c
0w 0.932 gG

3r 6.316 grcmZn
3 w xr 13.546 grcm 15Hg

3r 4.370 grcmEM D
3 w xr 2.26 grcm 15G

3r 1.365 grcme
0 w xe 0.80 2s

Q 0.820 A hrg Zna

Q 0.308 A hrg MnOc 2

cathode, and w0 , the base case graphite amount in theG

cathode. The new solid material weights are expressed by
the two material loading parameters and the base case
solid material quantities. The determination of all other
relevant input parameters for the model, including elec-
trode capacities and volume fractions, proceed from this
step. The best discharge performance is characterized by
the longest discharge time for the chosen discharge rate
and cutoff voltage.

4. Active material loading algorithm

The equations needed to determine the input values of
w , the zinc amount in the anode, w , the mercuryact,a Hg

amount in the anode, w , the EMD amount in theact,c

cathode, and w , the graphite amount in the cathode, forG

selected values of the material loading parameters are now
presented. Let x denote the weight fraction of solid mate-
rial in an electrode that is reduced from the cell loading
with respect to the base case design. Thus, x and x refera c

to reductions in the solid material loading for the anode
and cathode, respectively. The parameter x expresses
changes in the cell construction prior to any type of
operation or discharging.

The anode solid component weights are calculated from

w s 1yx w0 7Ž . Ž .act ,a a act ,a

and

w s 1yx w0 8Ž . Ž .Hg a Hg

where w0 is determined from base case numbers. Simi-Hg

larly, the cathode solid component weights are computed
by

w s 1yx w0 9Ž . Ž .act ,c c act ,c

and

w s 1yx w0 10Ž . Ž .G c G

where w0 is calculated from base case numbers assumingG

that the graphite content is 10 wt.% of the total solid
w xmaterial in the cathode 1,17 . From these equations it is

clear that when x and x are zero, the base case weightsa c

are obtained.
The initial values of the volume fractions in each

electrode are now determined. The initial zinc volume
fraction in the anode, e 0 is given byZn

w 1yx w0Ž .act ,a a act ,a0e s s 11Ž .Zn
r V r VZn a Zn a

where V is the anode volume and r is the zinc density,a Zn

which is chosen to make the base case zinc weight and
volume consistent. The initial mercury volume fraction,
e 0 , is found fromHg

w 1yx w0Ž .Hg a Hg0e s s 12Ž .Hg
r V r VHg a Hg a
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where r is the mercury density. The initial anodeHg

porosity, e 0, is now calculable, usinga

e 0 s1ye 0 ye 0 13Ž .a Zn Hg

where the initial zinc oxide volume fraction is zero.
The initial EMD volume fraction, e 0 , is obtained byEMD

w 1yx w0Ž .act ,c c act ,c0e s s 14Ž .EMD
r V r VEMD cath EMD cath

where V is the cathode volume and r is the EMDcath EMD

density, which is calculated by matching the base case
EMD weight and volume under the assumption of 10 wt.%
graphite in the cathode material. The initial graphite vol-
ume fraction, e 0 , is found fromG

w 1yx w0Ž .G c G0e s s 15Ž .G
r V r VG cath G cath

where r is the graphite density. The initial cathodeG

porosity, e 0, is then derived fromc

e 0 s1ye 0 ye 0 16Ž .c EMD G

where initially there is no manganese oxyhydroxide in the
cathode.

The theoretical electrical capacities of each electrode
are considered next. The anode theoretical capacity is
given by

0Q sw Q s 1yx w Q 17Ž . Ž .a act ,a a a act ,a a

where Q is the specific capacity of zinc, which is alsoa

Fig. 2. The dependence of anode solid component weights on the material
loading reduction.

Fig. 3. The dependence of cathode solid component weights on the
material loading reduction.

calculated using Faraday’s law. The cathode theoretical
capacity is computed from

0Q sw Q s 1yx w Q 18Ž . Ž .c act ,c c c act ,c c

Ž .which is similar in form to Eq. 5 , although Q is not
Ž .necessarily equivalent to Q . Eq. 5 is revised by takingc

the minimum value of Q and Q as the actual theoreticala c

cell capacity. The new form is

w xQsmin Q , Q 19Ž .a c

Ž . Ž .This replaces Eq. 5 , and Eq. 4 is still valid. Finally, a

Fig. 4. The dependence of anode component volume fractions on the
material loading reduction.
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Fig. 5. The dependence of cathode component volume fractions on the
material loading reduction.

capacity ratio, Q , is defined as the cathode to anode ratio
of theoretical capacities, or

0Q 1yx w QŽ .c c act ,c c
Q' s 20Ž .

0Q 1yx w QŽ .a a act ,a a

In this sense, a cathodically limited system will have a
capacity ratio less than unity, and vice versa.

Figs. 2 and 3 display the electrode component weights
in the anode and cathode, respectively, for various reduc-

Fig. 6. The dependence of theoretical electrode capacities on the material
loading reduction.

tions in the material loading. The total solid weight in each
electrode is included. All component weights approach
zero as x and x approach unity. Because of the reactiona c

stoichiometry, the EMD weight is much larger than the
zinc weight, and the cathode is considerably more massive
than the anode. Figs. 4 and 5 give the corresponding
component volume fractions in both electrodes for differ-
ent loading levels. The base case values are seen when xa

and x are zero. The electrodes approach porosity valuesc

of unity as x and x approach one. Fig. 6 shows thea c

theoretical electrode capacities as a function of material
loading reduction. This figure is useful for rapid compar-
isons of capacity values, including the base case loading.

The algorithm is now included in the numerical solution
Ž .of the model equations. A pentadiagonal BAND J solver

w x18,19 is used with a modified numerical linearization
w xsubroutine 17,20 and the Crank–Nicolson method. The

simulations span a range of x and x values undera c

different design schemes.

5. Results

5.1. Material loading reduction in only one electrode

Reduction in the material loading can be investigated
one electrode at a time. One of the material loading
parameters is set to zero and the other is varied. This
reveals which electrode has more of an effect on perfor-
mance when the loading is reduced. Fig. 7 shows the
discharge time to reach the cutoff voltage, t , for severald

cases of solid material removal. It is similar to figures

Fig. 7. Discharge time as a function of active material loading for several
material reduction schemes.
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w xshown by Evans et al. 21 . For material reduction in a
single electrode, the relevant cases are when xsx witha

x s0, which signifies anode material reduction, and whenc

xsx with x s0, which describes cathode materialc a

reduction.
A reduction in the cathode loading has a much larger

effect on discharge performance than a reduction in the
anode loading. The discharge time for the base case with
no material removed is 0.700 h. Anode removal reaches a
maximum discharge time of 0.709 h when x s0.15.a

However, cathode material reduction provides a maximum
discharge time of 0.823 h for x s0.16. This result is inc

agreement with the results obtained from the cathode
w xporosity study 1 . The initial cathode porosity varies lin-

early with a reduction in the cathode loading level. There-
fore, the optimum x value corresponds to an optimum e 0

c c

value, which was the previous finding. The major differ-
ence is that the cell capacity is lowered. But the discharge
time is indeed raised with respect to the base case. Thus,
an appropriate reduction in the loading level is found to
benefit the cell performance.

5.2. Equal material loading reduction in each electrode

It is useful to consider the case when the material
loading level is reduced equally for each electrode. This
keeps the capacity ratio at the base case value, while the
cell capacity decreases and the initial electrode porosities
increase. The xsx sx curve in Fig. 7 follows thisa c

scenario, and it is represented by Qs0.850. This method
yields a maximum discharge time of 0.836 h when both
parameters are set at 0.18. Anode material removal aug-
ments the effect of cathode material reduction and in-
creases the discharge time slightly, relative to cathode
material removal alone.

5.3. Material loading reduction with a capacity ratio of
unity

A cathodically limited system contains surplus active
material in the anode. This is apparent from the base case
design and the scheme of equal material loading reduction
in each electrode. Reducing this extra amount would not
change the cell capacity of a cathode limited design, with a
specified x value. However, more initial anode porosityc

would be obtained and the cell mass will decrease.
Ž .To implement this case, Eq. 20 is used with Qs1 in

order to calculate the x value, for a selected x value, soa c

that the electrode capacities are balanced. The result is

0w Qact ,c c
x s1y 1yx 21Ž . Ž .a c0w Qact ,a a

where x is now a function of x . The Qs1 curve isa c

shown in Fig. 7. It contains the maximum discharge time
compared to the other cases in this figure. At x s0.17,c

the maximum discharge time is 0.843 h. This design
scheme gives slightly better performance than the case
with equal loading level reduction in each electrode.

5.4. Determination of the best design with material loading
reduction

A search is performed to find the maximum discharge
time, along with the optimum x and x values. The besta c

result is found by setting x s0.17 and varying x . Thec a

maximum discharge time is 0.842 h with x s0.29. How-a

ever, this design is almost identical to the best result when
Qs1, which has a slightly larger discharge time. Both of
these cases are shown in Fig. 8, which presents discharge
time as a function of electrode material loading reduction.
It is concluded that the best design is with x s0.17 andc

Qs1. Cathode material removal delivers the major per-
formance effect, where anode material removal contributes
to a longer discharge time until the cell becomes anodi-
cally limited.

5.5. Material loading reduction and the secondary current
distribution

In the cathode porosity study, three current distribution
w xparameters 22,23 were analyzed for the cathode region.

They included the dimensionless cell current, the dimen-
sionless exchange current density, and the ratio of matrix
to electrolyte effective conductivities. These three parame-
ters can also be studied for the case of material loading
reduction in each electrode. The parameters in an electrode
will all decrease as a result of solid material removal in

Fig. 8. Determination of the optimum material loading parameters.
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that electrode. The transfer current profiles are expected to
become more uniform in each electrode as the loading is
reduced, and the reactions are shifted away from the
electroderseparator interfaces. These calculations are valid
only at the beginning of discharge, and the possibility of
contact resistance effects is not included.

6. Comparison of cell designs

The best design from the material loading simulations is
now compared to the base case and the best configuration
from the cathode porosity study. Table 2 lists various
quantities for the three systems. The best design from the
earlier study has all of the cathode graphite content re-
moved, but the cathode effective matrix conductivity is
assumed constant. The depth of discharge value when the
cell reaches the cutoff voltage, f , is also listed for eachd

case. The active material removal design has a discharge
time between the base case and graphite removal designs,
representing a 20% increase in cell life with respect to the
base case. The graphite removal discharge time gives a
39% improvement in cell life compared to the base case.

The best material loading design achieves the largest
utilization of solid reactants, with a final depth of dis-
charge value of about 40%. However, the graphite removal
design is very close, with about a 38% depth of discharge.
The initial cathode porosity for the material loading design
is greater than the graphite removal case, but the material
removal scheme has a lower discharge time. It is con-
cluded that the initial cathode porosity is the most impor-
tant factor that improves the cell performance, as deter-
mined in these studies. For fixed electrode thicknesses, the
two competing factors relevant to this analysis are the
beneficial effect of increasing the initial cathode porosity,
as opposed to a lower cell capacity, which results in a

w xhigher material utilization in a shorter time 9 .

Fig. 9. Cell voltage curves for the three AA-size designs.

Fig. 9 presents cell voltage curves for the three cell
designs listed in Table 2. The curves are quite similar until
the voltage drops below 1.0 V. The graphite removal
design then shows the most favorable operation. The best
material reduction design has a performance curve midway
between the base case and graphite removal designs.

Finally, these three designs are compared on a broader
scale, under a variety of discharge rates, through the
construction of Ragone plots. The development given by

w xDoyle et al. 6 is used. Discharges are performed for the
three designs by choosing different galvanostatic cell cur-
rents with a 0.8-V cutoff voltage. The specific energy and
average specific power for each run are computed, and the
Ragone plot is made by graphing the specific energy

Table 2
Comparison of design schemes

w x w xQuantity Base case design 1 Graphite removal best design 1 Active material removal best design

Ž .r cm 0.43 0.455 0.43a
Ž .r cm 0.45 0.474 0.45s

x 0 0 0.295a

x 0 0 0.170c
Ž .w g 3.71 3.71 2.619act,a
Ž .w g 8.39 8.39 6.965act,c

Ž .w g 0.932 0 0.774G
Ž .Q A h 3.04 3.04 2.147a
Ž .Q A h 2.59 2.59 2.147c

Q 0.850 0.850 1.000
0e 0.74 0.765 0.817a
0e 0.24 0.320 0.369c
Ž .M kg 0.0236 0.0232 0.0216
Ž .t h 0.700 0.972 0.843d

f 0.277 0.382 0.399d
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versus the average specific power. The specific energy, U,
is given by

1 td
Us EId t 22Ž .H

M 0

where M is the cell mass. The average specific power, P,
is then calculated from

U
Ps 23Ž .

td

The cell mass is computed for each of the three designs
by first assuming that the base case design has the default

w xcell mass listed in Ref. 16 . This value is assumed to
contain all of the cell components: the electrode solid
materials, the separator solid material, the electrolyte, and
the rest of the cell—including the current collectors and
the cell casing. The extra mass is calculated for the base
case and is assumed to be a constant for the other designs,

w xas in Ref. 6 . Any reduction in solid materials is thought
to result in additional electrolyte added to the cell, to
compensate the increased void volume. The expression is

3 0 0M=10 sw qw qw qw qr e V qe Vact ,a Hg act ,c G e a a s sep

0qe V q 6.65 g 24Ž . Ž .c cath

where e 0 is the initial separator porosity, V is thes sep

separator volume, and r is the electrolyte density evalu-e
w xated with a ternary electrolyte correlation 2 , using the

initial salt concentrations. Table 1 lists the necessary val-
Ž .ues. The factor on the left hand side of Eq. 24 is the

conversion factor for the correct units, and the numerical
constant on the right hand side is the extra mass of the cell
components. The cell masses for the three designs are
given in Table 2.

Fig. 10. Ragone plots for the three AA-size designs.

Fig. 10 displays the Ragone plots for the three designs.
The curves represent discharge times on the orders of
0.100–100 h. The base case curve lies distinctly below the
two other designs, and is thus inferior in terms of the
specific energy. For low-rate discharges, the best material
removal design has a larger specific energy than the
graphite removal design. For high-rate discharges the per-
formance of these two cases is nearly equivalent. The
reduced cell mass for the material loading case offsets the
lower cell capacity and discharge times in achieving high
specific energy values. With each design, the ‘knee’ region

w xof the Ragone plot 6 lies roughly on the discharge-time
line of 1.00 h. The test condition of 1.0 A is in the vicinity
of this optimal region for each case. From the Ragone
plots, the reduced material loading best design is the
superior configuration in this study.

7. Conclusions

When the model is updated to include the dependence
of the initial volume fractions and the cell capacity on the
solid material amounts, simulations are performed that
describe reductions in the active material loading, relative
to a base case design. An optimization procedure deter-
mines the optimum loading levels of active material in
each electrode, so that the discharge time is maximized for
a selected galvanostatic discharge rate and cutoff voltage
pairing. The best design with active material removal
occurs with a specified reduction in the cathode loading
such that the cell capacity ratio is unity. This design is
compared with the base case design and the best result
from the cathode porosity study, which has all graphite
filler removed. Although the best active material removal
design has a lower discharge time than the best graphite
removal design for the test discharge rate, Ragone plots
show that the best material removal case is a better system.
The best case with active material reduction is more
realistic than the graphite removal design, because changes
in the cathode effective matrix conductivity were not
included in the earlier study.

8. Nomenclature

Ž -1.a specific interfacial area in the cathode cmc
Ž .E cell voltage V

Ž .E open circuit potential after 50% discharge V0

f depth of discharge
f depth of discharge at the cell cutoff voltaged

Ž .F Faraday’s constant 96,487 Crmol
Ž .I cell current A
Ž .L cell height cm
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Ž .M cell mass kg
Ž .P average specific power Wrkg
Ž .Q theoretical cell capacity A h
Ž .Q anode theoretical capacity A ha

Ž .Q zinc theoretical capacity A hrg Zna
Ž .Q cathode theoretical capacity A hc

Q electrolytic manganese dioxide theoretical ca-c
Ž .pacity A hrg MnO2

r current collector location i, or electrodersep-i
Ž .arator interface location i cm

Ž .R universal gas constant 8.3143 Jrmol K
Ž .t time h

Ž .t discharge time to reach the cutoff voltage hd
Ž .T cell temperature K
Ž .U specific energy W hrkg

V volume of component i, or volume of region ii
Ž 3.cm

Ž .w zinc loading level in the anode gact,a

w electrolytic manganese dioxide loading level inact,c
Ž .the cathode g

Ž .w graphite loading level in the cathode gG
Ž .w mercury loading level in the anode gHg

Greek
e porosity of region i, or solid volume fraction ofi

species i
Ž .h local overpotential V

Q cathode to anode theoretical capacity ratio
Ž 3.r density of component i grcmi

x weight fraction of electrode total solid material
reduced from the cell loading with respect to
the base case design

x weight fraction of anode total solid materiala

reduced from the cell loading with respect to
the base case design

x weight fraction of cathode total solid materialc

reduced from the cell loading with respect to
the base case design

Superscripts
0 with respect to the base case design or initial

condition
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